Disclaimers & Legal
This disclaimer represents how MetaSpark and the MetaSpark Team intend for the
information in the MetaSpark “Litepaper” and its respective “Token Sales”: the
“Whitelisted Private Sale”, the “Private Sale”, the “Presale”, and “Public Launch” to
be interpreted.
By participating in any of the Token Sales, you are hereby agreeing to the contents of
this document.
The information in this document is not all-encompassing and does not in any way
intend to create or put into implicit effect any elements of a contractual relationship.
The information contained in this document should not be taken as legal, financial,
business or tax advice and has been prepared as general information only.
You should consult with your professional advisors before taking action in
connection with this document or the related MetaSpark Token Sales. The MetaSpark
token is not intended to constitute securities or a financial product in any
jurisdiction. This document does not constitute a prospectus or offer of securities or
a solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction.
You agree that in the case where you purchase any MetaSpark tokens, the tokens are
NOT:
i) any kind of currency (other than cryptocurrency);
ii) rights, options or derivatives in respect of such debentures, stocks or shares;
iii) debentures, stocks or shares issued by any person or entity;
iv) units in a collective investment scheme;
v) rights or obligations under a contract;
vi) units in a business trust;
vii) derivatives of units in a business trust;
viii) any other security or class of securities; or
ix) a financial product.
MetaSpark does NOT provide financial products or financial services and the
MetaSpark token is also not a financial product, nor does the MetaSpark Team ever

intend for it to be. The MetaSpark token is simply used as a tool/utility to the
MetaSpark ecosystem - it does not guarantee or promise any value.
To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules,
neither MetaSpark nor the MetaSpark Team shall be liable for any indirect, special,
incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind in tort, contract or otherwise
(including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or
data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this
document or any part thereof by you.
This document does not constitute a guarantee or promise to the future state of
MetaSpark.

